
 



STARTERS All Starters are served with Mint Yoghurt Sauce 
 

1. TANDOORI CHICKEN - 1/4 £6.50 
On the bone - Spring Chicken marinated in yoghurt, fresh herbs 
and light spices, cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a 
sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

2. SWEET CHILLI TANDOORI CHICKEN £6.60 
On the bone - Spring Chicken marinated in yoghurt, fresh herbs 
and light spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a Sweet 
Chilli glaze 

3. NAGA TANDOORI CHICKEN £6.60 
On the bone - Spring Chicken marinated in yoghurt, fresh herbs 
and light spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a Naga 
pickle glaze - EXTREMELY HOT 

4. TANDOORI CHICKEN WINGS £6.50 
On the bone - Spring Chicken wings marinated in yoghurt, fresh 
herbs and light spices, cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with 
a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

5. SWEET CHILLI CHICKEN WINGS £6.60 
On the bone - Spring Chicken wings marinated in yoghurt, fresh 
herbs and light spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished 
with a Sweet Chilli glaze 

6. NAGA CHICKEN WINGS £6.60 
On the bone - Spring chicken wings marinated in yoghurt, fresh 
herbs and light spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished 
with a Naga pickle glaze - EXTREMELY HOT 

7. CHICKEN TIKKA STARTER £6.50 
Off the bone - Chicken pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices, cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a sprinkling 
of herbs and red onions 

8. SWEET CHILLI CHICKEN TIKKA STARTER £6.60 
Off the bone - Chicken pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices, cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a Sweet 
Chilli glaze 

9. NAGA CHICKEN TIKKA STARTER £6.60 
Off the bone - Chicken pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices, cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a Naga 
Pickle glaze - EXTREMELY HOT 

10. GARLIC CHICKEN TIKKA £6.60 
Off the bone - Chicken pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices cooked with garlic in the Tandoor oven. Finished with 
a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

11. LEMON CHICKEN TIKKA £6.60 
Off the bone - Chicken pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices cooked with lemon in the Tandoor oven. Finished with 
a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

12. LAMB TIKKA STARTER £6.70 
Off the bone - Lamb pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a sprinkling 
of herbs and red onions 

13. SWEET CHILLI LAMB TIKKA STARTER £6.80 
Off the bone - Lamb pieces marinated in yoghurt and light spices 
cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a Sweet Chilli glaze 

14. NAGA LAMB TIKKA STARTER £6.80 
Off the bone - Lamb pieces marinated in yoghurt and light spices 
cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a Naga pickle 
glaze - EXTREMELY HOT 

15. GARLIC LAMB TIKKA STARTER £6.80 
Off the bone - Lamb pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices and garlic cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with 
a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

16. LEMON LAMB TIKKA STARTER £6.80 
Off the bone - Lamb pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices and lemon cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with 
a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

17. TANDOORI LAMB CHOPS STARTER £6.70 
Lamb chops marinated in yoghurt and light spices cooked in 
the Tandoor oven. Finished with a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

18. SEEKH KEBAB £6.50 
Minced Lamb marinated with garlic, ginger, herbs and light 
spices then skewered and cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished 
with a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

19. SHAMI KEBAB £6.70 
Minced Lamb marinated with garlic, ginger, herbs and light 
spices cooked on the grill. Finished with a sprinkling of herbs 
and red onions 

20. RESHMI KEBAB £6.90 
Minced Lamb marinated with garlic, ginger, herbs and light 
Spices coated with egg and pan-fried. Finished with a sprinkling 
of herbs and red onions 

21. MIXED STARTER £7.50 
Chicken Tikka, Lamb Tikka, Onion Bhaji and Seekh Kebab. 
Finished with a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

22. ONION BHAJI £6.10 
Spiced onion and lentils coated in a batter made with gram 
flour and deep-fried until golden and crisp 

23. SAMOSA £5.95 
Crispy triangular pastries filled with spiced potatoes, onions 
and peas (Chicken, Lamb, or Vegetable) 

24. CHICKEN PAKORA £6.50 
Marinated and lightly spiced Chicken pieces dipped in a batter 
made with gram flour then deep-fried until crisp 

25. VEGETABLE PAKORA £6.50 
Marinated and lightly spiced vegetables dipped in a batter 
made with gram flour then deep-fried until crisp 

26. PANEER SHASHLIK £6.95 
Paneer cubes marinated in spices with peppers, onions and 
tomatoes then grilled in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a 
sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

27. KING PRAWN BUTTERFLY £7.20 
King Prawn split down the back and flattened out into a vague 
butterfly shape. The Prawn is coated in a mildly spiced batter 
with breadcrumbs and deep-fried until crisp 

28. KING PRAWN PURI £7.95 
Chopped King Prawns cooked with onions, tomatoes and 
medium spices served on a Puri 

29. PRAWN PURI £7.20 
Prawns cooked with onions, tomatoes and medium spices 
served on a Puri 

30. CHICKEN CHAT PURI £6.60 
Chicken cooked with onions, tomatoes, and CHAT Masala 
spices, served on a puri 

31. BALTI CHICKEN CHAT PURI £6.70 
Chicken cooed with onions, tomatoes, and CHAT Masala 
spices with a touch of Balti paste, served on a puri 

32. ALOO CHAT £5.95 
Potato cooked with onions, tomatoes, and CHAT Masala 
spices 

33. SPICE BROS VEGETABLE CHILLI FRY £6.95 
Spicy, sweet and sour mixed vegetables cooked with mango 
chutney, lemon zest and chillies - HOT DISH 

34. SPICE BROS CHICKEN CHILLI FRY £7.30 
Spicy, sweet and sour Chicken Tikka strips cooked with 
mango chutney, lemon zest and chillies - HOT DISH 

35. SPICE BROS PANEER CHILLI FRY £7.30 
Spicy, sweet and sour Paneer cubes cooked with mango 
chutney, lemon zest and chillies - HOT DISH 

36. SPICE BROS LAMB CHILLI FRY £7.45 
Spicy, sweet, and sour Lamb Tikka cubes cooked with mango 
chutney, lemon zest and chillies - HOT DISH 

37. SPICE BROS PRAWN CHILLI FRY £7.45 
Spicy, sweet and sour Prawn cooked with mango chutney, 
lemon zest and chillies - HOT DISH 

38. SPICE BROS KING PRAWN CHILLI FRY £7.95 
Spicy, sweet and sour King Prawn cooked with mango 
chutney, lemon zest and chillies - HOT DISH 



SPICE BROS SPECIALS All Spice Bros Specials are served with Pilau Rice or Plain Naan 
 

39. CHICKEN KODOORI £15.45 
Chicken tikka cooked with minced lamb, garlic and chillies 
in a thick sauce 

40. LAMB KODOORI £15.45 
Lamb tikka cooked with minced lamb, garlic and chillies 
in a thick sauce 

41. SPICE BROS BALTI £15.95 
Chicken tikka, lamb tikka and tandoori chicken cooked 
in the clay oven then mixed with a medium spiced sauce 

42. GOS KATA MASALA £15.95 
Finely sliced lamb cooked in a spicy thick sauce using 
garam masala spices and Naga chilli pickle 

43. BUTTER CHICKEN £15.45 
Chicken Tikka pieces cooked with butter and garlic in a 
mild creamy sweet sauce. Contains coconut powder, 
almond powder, cream or yoghurt 

44. MUGHLAI CHICKEN £15.45 
Medium spiced saucy chicken curry cooked with eggs, 
garnished with a boiled egg 

45. CHILLI PANEER £13.55 
Paneer cooked with chilli, garlic, coriander and tomatoes, 
glazed with soy sauce 

46. CHICKEN MAKHANI £15.45 
Chicken cooked with cheese in a mild, creamy sauce. 
Contains coconut powder, almond powder, cream or yoghurt 

47. TANDOORI CHICKEN MASALA £15.45 
Tandoori Chicken cooked on the bone in a sweet, 
creamy and vibrant red sauce with almonds, cream and 
garlic. Contains coconut powder, almond powder, cream 
or yoghurt 

48. TANDOORI CHICKEN BHUNA £15.45 
Tandoori Chicken cooked on the bone with onions, 
tomatoes and spices served in a thick sauce 

49. LAMB SHANK SHATKORA £16.45 
A fragrant, tangy lamb shank cooked with onions, garlic 
and Naga chilli pickle along with Shatkora fruit 

50. LAMB SHANK NOWAB £16.45 
Lamb shank cooked in a bhuna sauce topped with 
peppers, onions and yoghurt. Contains cream or yoghurt 

51. LAMB NOWAB £15.45 
Lamb tikka cooked in a bhuna sauce topped with peppers, 
onions and yoghurt. Contains cream or yoghurt 

52. CHICKEN NOWAB £15.45 
Chicken tikka cooked in a bhuna sauce topped with peppers, 
onions and yoghurt. Contains cream or yoghurt 

53. TANDOORI MIXED GRILL BHUNA £16.45 
Chicken tikka, lamb tikka, tandoori chicken and seekh 
Kebab cooked with onions, tomatoes and spices served 
in a thick sauce 

54. GARLIC CHILLI TANDOORI  MIXED GRILL £16.45 
A tasty dish cooked with Chicken tikka, lamb tikka, 
tandoori chicken, seekh kebab and onions, tomatoes 
and spices served in a thick sauce with fresh green chillies 
and plenty of garlic 

55. TANDOORI LAMB CHOPS BHUNA £16.45 
On the bone - Lamb chops marinated in yoghurt and light spices 
firstly cooked in the tandoor oven then finished with onions, 
tomatoes and spices served in a thick sauce 

56. KING PRAWN COURGETTE £16.45 
King Prawns cooked with courgettes, onions, garlic and 
light spices 

57. PRAWN COURGETTE £14.45 
Prawns cooked with courgettes, onions, garlic and light 
spices 

58. CHICKEN KURCHAN £15.45 
Finely sliced Chicken Tikka pieces cooked with peppers 
in a medium spiced sauce 

59. BHINDI GOS £15.45 
Lamb Tikka pieces and Okra cooked with onions and garlic 
in a medium spiced sauce 

60. KEEMA ALOO £15.45 
Lamb mince bhuna cooked with potatoes, onions and garlic 
in a medium spiced sauce 

61. KOFTA BHUNA £15.45 
Lamb meatballs bhuna cooked with onions and garlic in a 
medium spiced sauce 

62. CHANA CHICKEN BHUNA £15.45 
Chicken tikka pieces and chickpeas cooked with onions 
and garlic in a medium spiced sauce 

63. CHANA LAMB BHUNA £15.45 
Tender Lamb pieces and chickpeas cooked with onions 
and garlic in a medium spiced sauce 

 

 

TANDOORI MAINS All Tandoori Mains are served with mint yoghurt sauce & fresh salad 
 

64. TANDOORI CHICKEN - 1/2                                 £12.45 
On the bone - Spring Chicken marinated in yoghurt, fresh 
herbs and light spices cooked in the Tandoor oven 

65. TANDOORI CHICKEN - FULL (4 PIECE) £17.45 
On the bone - Spring Chicken marinated in yoghurt, fresh 

` herbs and light spices cooked in the Tandoor oven 

66. CHICKEN TIKKA MAIN                                         £12.45 
Off the bone - Chicken pieces marinated in yoghurt and 
light spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a 
sprinkling of herbs 

67. LAMB TIKKA MAIN                                               £13.05 
Off the bone - Lamb pieces marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a 
sprinkling of herbs 

68. LAMB CHOPS MAIN                                             £13.05 
On the bone - Lamb chops marinated in yoghurt and light 
spices cooked in the Tandoor oven. Finished with a 
sprinkling of herbs 

69. CHICKEN SHASHLIK                                            £13.45 
Off the bone - Chicken pieces marinated in yoghurt and 
spices with peppers, onions and tomatoes then grilled in 
the Tandoor oven 

70. LAMB SHASHLIK £14.05 
Off the bone - Lamb pieces marinated in yoghurt and 
spices with peppers, onions and tomatoes then grilled in 
the Tandoor oven 

71. KING PRAWN SHASHLIK £16.45 
King Prawns marinated in yoghurt and spices with 
peppers, onions and tomatoes then grilled in the Tandoor 
oven 

72. PANEER SHASHLIK £13.55 
Paneer cubes marinated in spices with peppers, onions 
and tomatoes grilled in the Tandoor oven 

73. TANDOORI KING PRAWN £14.45 
King Prawns marinated in yoghurt, fresh herbs and light 
spices cooked in the Tandoor oven 

74. TANDOORI MIXED GRILL £15.95 
Chicken Tikka, Lamb Tikka, Tandoori chicken and Seekh 
Kebab 



SPICE BROS RECOMMENDATIONS 
All Spice Bros Recommendations are served with Pilau Rice or Plain Naan 

 
VEGETABLE/  CHICKEN/  LAMB/ KING PRAWN 

PANEER CHICKEN TIKKA PRAWN 

75.  NAGA £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
Fiery dish cooked with naga pickle, peppers, onions and garlic in a 
thick sauce - EXTREMELY HOT 

76.  ACHARI £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
Medium spiced, tangy dish cooked with mixed pickles 

77.  KORAI £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
Medium spiced dish cooked in a thick sauce with peppers, onions, 
garlic and tomatoes 

78.  LAHORI £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
Cooked with onions, peppers, curry leaf, Balti paste, Naga pickle 
and mixed Achari pickle in a medium sauce with yoghurt 

79.  SHATKORA £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
A fragrant, tangy dish cooked with onions, garlic and Naga chilli 
pickle along with the Shatkora fruit pickle 

80.   GARLIC CHILLI MASALA £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
A tasty dish cooked with onion, tomatoes and spices served in a 
thick sauce with fresh green chillies and plenty of garlic 

81.  GOAN £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
A tasty dish cooked with plenty of garlic and ginger topped with a 
yoghurt sauce. Contains cream or yoghurt 

82.  BOMBAY £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
Dish cooked with potato in a medium spiced thick sauce 
garnished with a boiled egg. Contains eggs 

83.  MOUSAMI BAHAR £13.45 £15.45 £15.95 £16.45 
Sweet, creamy dish cooked with almonds, cream and garlic in a 
vibrant red sauce with peanut butter. Contains coconut powder, 
almond powder and peanut butter 

 
 
 

TRADITIONAL DISHES All Traditional Dishes are served with pilau rice or plain naan 
 

VEGETABLE PANEER/CHICKEN/  LAMB/ KING PRAWN 
CHICKEN TIKKA PRAWN 

84.  TIKKA MASALA  £12.75 £13.45 £13.95 £16.45 
Sweet, creamy dish cooked with almonds, cream and 
garlic in a vibrant red sauce. Contains coconut powder 
and almond powder 

85.  PASANDA  £13.75  £14.45 £14.95 £17.45 
Sweet, creamy dish cooked with almonds, cashew nuts, 
cream, garlic and white wine. Contains coconut powder 
and almond powder 

86.  JALFREZI £12.75 £13.45  £13.95 £16.45 
Hot dish cooked with peppers, tomatoes and onions, 
topped with fresh green chillies 

87.  METHI £12.75 £13.45 £13.95 £16.45 
Medium spiced dish with Methi - dried Fenugreek leaves 
which make the dish more fragrant 

88.  DANSAK £12.75 £13.45 £13.95 £16.45 
Medium spiced dish cooked in a sweet and sour sauce with 
lentils and tomato puree. Contains cream or yoghurt 

89.  BALTI £12.75 £13.45 £13.95 £16.45 
Medium spiced dish cooked with garlic, onions and 
fresh tomatoes 

90.  PATHIA £12.75 £13.45 £13.95 £16.45 
Medium spiced dish which resembles a slightly sweet and 
sour sauce, cooked with tomatoes and onions 



CLASSIC DISHES Only Chicken Tikka and Lamb Tikka dishes are served with Pilau Rice or Plain Naan 

VEGETABLE  CHICKEN/  LAMB/ CHICKEN TIKKA LAMB TIKKA KING PRAWN 
PANEER PRAWN 

91. KORMA 
Sweet, creamy dish cooked with coconut, 
almonds, garlic and cream. Contains 
coconut powder and almond powder 

92. BHUNA 
A tasty dish cooked with onions, tomatoes 
and spices served in a thick sauce 

93. MADRAS 
Hot dish cooked with dry chilli powder, 
fresh coriander and lemon juice 

94. VINDALOO 
Fiery dish cooked with dry chilli powder 
and potato 

95. PHALL 
Extremely hot dish cooked with plenty 
of dry chilli powder 

96    ROGAN 
Medium spiced dish topped with fresh 
tomatoes, coriander and garlic 

97. DUPIAZA 
Medium spiced dish cooked with large 
onion and pepper chunks in a thick sauce 

98. PALAK 
Medium spiced dish cooked with green 
spinach, onions and garlic 

99. CEYLON 
Cooked with dry chilli and coconut in 
a fairly hot and spicy sauce. Contains 
coconut powder, almond powder and 
cream or yoghurt 

100. KASHMIRI 
Cooked with lychees in a mild sauce 
Contains coconut powder and almond 
powder 

101. MALAYAN 
Cooked with pineapple in a medium to 
mild sauce. Contains coconut powder 
and almond powder 

102. CURRY 
Medium spiced curry 

 
 

BIRYANI DISHES Dish cooked with Basmati Rice, onion, garlic and light spices, garnished with fresh 
tomato and cucumber. All Biryani Dishes are served with a Vegetable Curry 

 
103. CHICKEN/PANEER BIRYANI £13.75 109. VEGETABLE BIRYANI       £13.45 
104. CHICKEN TIKKA BIRYANI £14.25 110. SPICE BROS SPECIAL BIRYANI        £16.45 

Basmati rice, onion, garlic, fresh chillies, 
and light spices cooked with chicken, 
lamb, and prawns, garnished with an 
egg 

 
 
 
 
 
 

FISH DISHES All Fish Dishes are served with mint yoghurt sauce, fresh salad & plain rice 

150. TANDOORI SALMON £15.45 
Salmon fillets marinated in yoghurt and light spices, 
pan fried with garlic and fresh herbs, finished with a 
sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

151. TANDOORI SEA BASS £16.45 
Sea Bass fillets marinated in yoghurt and light spices, 
pan fried with garlic and fresh herbs. Finished with a 
sprinkling of herbs and red onions 

152. FISH BHUNA £16.95 
Sea Bass fillets marinated in light spices then pan 
fried with garlic and fresh herbs. Finished with onions, 
tomatoes and spices served in a thick sauce 

153. MIXED SEA PLATTER £17.45 
A delicious combination of tandoori sea bass, 
Tandoori king prawns and fried prawns. Finished 
with a sprinkling of herbs and red onions 
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105. LAMB BIRYANI               £13.95 
106. LAMB TIKKA BIRYANI               £14.45 
107. KING PRAWN BIRYANI               £15.95 
108. PRAWN BIRYANI               £13.95 

 



RICE, NAAN & SUNDRIES 
111. PLAIN RICE £3.85 

112. PILAU RICE £4.25 
Fragrant rice cooked with onion, garlic, ginger, and pepper 

113. KEEMA RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with onion, garlic and minced lamb 

114. EGG RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with eggs 

115. SPECIAL FRIED RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with onion, garlic, egg and garden peas 

116. MUSHROOM RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with onion, garlic and mushrooms 

117. VEGETABLE RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with mixed vegetables 

118. COCONUT RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with coconut 

119. ONION RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with onion 

120. GARLIC RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with garlic 

121. LEMON RICE £4.85 
Rice cooked with lemon and zest 

122. SAAG AND CHICKPEAS RICE £5.05 
Rice cooked with spinach and chickpeas 

123. PLAIN NAAN £3.85 

124. GARLIC NAAN £4.50 

125. PESHWARI NAAN £4.50 
Naan made with cream, stuffed with coconut, almonds 
and sultanas 

126. KEEMA NAAN £4.50 
Stuffed with minced lamb 

127. CHEESE NAAN £4.50 

128. CHEESE AND CHILLI NAAN £4.50 

129. GARLIC AND CHEESE NAAN £4.50 

 
SIDE DISHES 
154. BOMBAY ALOO £6.25 

Potatoes cooked with onions, garlic, tomatoes and light spices 

155. SAAG ALOO £6.25 
Spinach and potatoes cooked with onions, garlic and light spices 

156. ALOO GOBI £6.25 
Steamed cauliflower stir-fried with potatoes, onions, garlic, 
tomatoes and light spices 

157. TARKA DHAL £6.25 
Lentils with turmeric and onions, slow-cooked until soft 
finished with fried garlic 

158. CHANA DHAL £6.50 
Chickpeas and lentils cooked with onions and garlic in 
medium light spices 

159. CHANA MASALA £6.25 
Chickpeas cooked with onions and garlic in medium light 
spices. Contains cream or yoghurt 

160. CHANA BHAJI £6.25 
Chickpeas cooked with onions and garlic in medium light spices 

161. URI BHAJI £6.75 
Fine beans, Mangetout and Asparagus with onions and 
garlic in medium light spices 

162. ALOO PEAS £6.50 
Potatoes and peas cooked with onions and garlic in medium 
light spices 

163. SAAG CHANA BHAJI £6.50 
Spinach with chickpeas cooked with onions and garlic in 
medium light spices 

 
 

130. GARLIC AND CHILLI NAAN £4.50 

131. VEGETABLE NAAN £4.50 
Stuffed with potato 

132. SPICE BROS VEGGIE PIZZA NAAN £6.25 
Mixed vegetables cooked with chopped onion, peppers 
and mushrooms fried then topped with cheese 

133. SPICE BROS PIZZA NAAN £6.75 
Chicken Tikka, chopped onion, peppers and mushrooms 
fried then topped with cheese 

134. SPICE BROS MEAT PIZZA NAAN £6.85 
Lamb meat cooked with chopped onion, peppers and 
mushrooms fried then topped with cheese 

135. PAPADUM £1.25 

136. SPICY PAPADUM £1.25 

137. MINT YOGHURT SAUCE £1.25 

138. MANGO CHUTNEY £1.25 

139. LIME PICKLE £1.25 

140. ONION SALAD £1.25 

141. LETTUCE SALAD £2.75 

142. CHAPATI £3.05 

143.  PURI £3.05 

144. TANDOORI ROTI £3.75 

145. PARATHA £3.85 

146. PLAIN RAITA £3.35 

147. CUCUMBER RAITA £3.35 

148. CHIPS £3.25 

149. CHEESY CHIPS £3.75 

 
 
 

164. SAAG PANEER £6.75 
Spinach and paneer cooked with onions, garlic, and cream. 
Contains cream or yoghurt 

165. MATTAR PANEER £6.75 
Peas and paneer cooked with onions and garlic in medium 
light spices and tomato base. Contains cream or yoghurt 

166. SAAG BHAJI £6.25 
Spinach with onions, garlic, coriander and light spices 

167. MUSHROOM BHAJI £6.25 
Mushrooms deep-fried then stir-fried with onions, garlic, 
coriander and light spices 

168. CAULIFLOWER BHAJI £6.25 
Steamed cauliflower stir-fried with onions, garlic, tomatoes 
and light spices 

169. BHINDI BHAJI £6.25 
Okra, deep-fried then finished by stir-frying in onions, garlic 
and light spices 

170. BRINGAL BHAJI £6.25 
Aubergine, deep-fried then finished by stir-frying in onions, 
garlic and light spices 

171. MIXED VEGETABLE BHAJI £6.25 
Vegetables stir-fried with onions, garlic, tomatoes and light 
spices 

172. VEGETABLE CURRY £6.25 
Mixed vegetable curry 

173. CURRY SAUCES £6.50 
Sauces from our traditional and classic dishes 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FOOD ALLERGIES & INTOLERANCES 
BEFORE ORDERING PLEASE SPEAK TO OUR STAFF ABOUT YOUR REQUIREMENTS 

ALL DISHES CAN BE ALTERED TO TASTE - PLEASE INFORM US AT TIME OF ORDERING 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

www.SpiceBros.co.uk 

http://www.spicebros.co.uk/

